
SLOW HAND DESIGN

ECO A MANO



 For the 5th consecutive year, the latest from Slow Hand Design will be launched to  
the international audience. Although this year, the venue will move from Superstudio Più 

to Rho-Fiera Milano. 
 Combining the legendary, local, grass roots wisdom in design, and modern  
Thai industrial crafts, Slow Hand Design has firmly, established its brand amongst 
international medias. It is now, also, popular among buyers and consumers.
 For this reason, there is a strong support to market the brand by showcasing  
Slow Hand Design's products in a more compatible venue with their potential customers. 
Therefore, 7 design showcases are highlighted, in this show, to reflect both sides of  
Thai design DNA that are both rooted in local craft manufacturing and advanced 
technological know-how.
 Furthermore, showcases of environmentally friendly products are displayed together 
with the 7 ECO A MANO showcases to further express the shifting of the industry towards, 
truly, sustainable development.

MANIFESTO

Eggarat Wongcharit
Curator & Designer
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DESIGN BY ECOLOGY 

 Relying on natural and local materials, villagers in Thailand survive through using  
local wisdom to create a range of domestic designed tools that can be utilized in fishing, 
farming, etc. From fish traps to toys, these vernacular creations are truly an outcome  
of local wisdom. 
 Today, designers  utilize the same handicraft techniques, but, with lesser stress  
on both forms and textures. Globally, the new designs have proven themselves in quality, 
reliability and style. Modern Thai designs, made from natural fibers and other organic 
materials, have a proven reputation for both design and quality. The export of Thai designed 
products have also created increased earnings for the village's artisans. Using more 
sustainable materials, exported industrial crafts have proven that there can always be  
a choice not to harm the environment, as long as there is creativity.

 For generations, the wisdom of village craft has been passed on, within families, from  
one generation to another. As it was passed on, it was further developed in both 
functionalities and aesthetics. The materials that can be found in the surrounding  
areas are wisely adapted for daily entertainment or survival. 
 Compared to mass production, today's craft production is more labor intensive  
but consumes far less environmentally harmful materials. Craft production is also more open to 
experimentation as it has no rigid routines and boundaries of a mass production line.
 When craft production techniques are combined with recycled materials, new raw 
materials are created and adopted, enhancing the diversity in aesthetics. Perfect 
examples of this, in furniture production, are Performax, Ayodhya and Yothaka who are 
leaders in water hyacinth furniture production. Production possesses unique manual 
interweaving techniques that reflect the progress of industrial craft development. Different 
patterns of weaving and modern materials are combined to create the different look and 
feel for the products. 
 Water hyacinth is considered a great alternative material for furniture production as it 
is more environmentally friendly to use.

THE CYCLE OF ORGANIC FIBERS 
IN RELATIONSHIP WITH HUMAN AND EARTH

PINEAPPLE 
 The pineapple industry is one of the most important food industry  
that guarantees income and many other benefits for the country.  
The pineapple pulp can be developed into many kinds of products besides 
its juicy fruit meat. 

 In 2009, Yothaka, a furniture manufacturer  launched a series of pine -

apple paper furniture and won the DEmark Award a year later. 

MULBERRY 
 The mulberry plant flourishes in the Northern part of Thailand especially  
in Chiangmai province along with culture. It then makes perfect sense  
that many religious artifacts from the north are partly made from mulberry 
pulp. Mulberry paper umbrella was once used by pilgrim monks who 
travelled to seek enlightenment. Even now, umbrellas made from mulberry 
paper can be found in any souvenir shop in Thailand. Mulberry paper is also 
used in many other kinds of souvenir such as notebooks, paper bags and etc. 
Designers who are seeking to further develop grassrooted products often 
find that mulberry pulp can be a good alternative choice among other 
natural materials that are environmentally friendly

COFFEE GROUNDS 
 In the northern part of Thailand, where temperatures are cooler and 
suitable for coffee growing, the coffee plantations supply the many cafes'  
in big cities all around the World. Coffee grounds can also be recycled  
as materials for furniture, as it is high in fibers. With this in mind,  
Singha Intrachooto collaborated with Sonite to create a series of designed 
products made from coffee grounds. The lamp and side table-stool series  
are some of Singha's recycled products.

RICE HUSK 
 Rice is probably Thailand's best known food export, and highly regarded 
for its quality among rice consumers around the World.

 But the husk left over from rice production is widely disregarded  
and mostly used as a mixture in animal feed. Nevertheless, with its'  
high fiber, it has the potential to be developed into a major alternative 
material. With different mixtures and compositions of rice husk, a furniture 
collection was created by Meepiyaboon, a pioneering furniture manu-
facturing company, who's keen on producing simplistic, linear, and  
modern furniture.

BAGASSE PULP
 Sugar canes are grown in many parts of Thailand, as Thai sugar is 
globally exported. The by-products of sugar production are the fibrous 
stalks which are crushed to obtain its juices for sugar production. Bagasse 
can be transformed into biofuel while bagasse pulp can be used for many 
different purposes ranging from building materials to egg packing. Bagasse 
is now gaining popularity as an alternative material in food packaging. The 
non-toxic pulp can be shaped and transformed for different uses. For home 
decorative accessories, bagasse pulp can also be used for a wide variety 
of products such as lamps, lunch boxes, cocktail party's plates and etc.

ELEPHANT'S DUNG PAPER 
 Who can imagine a better product design experiment than designing 
with elephant's dung. Thailand is full of elephants in the forest. Elephants 
have been helping the Thai people fight against foreign enemies, drag teak 
logs from the forest into the river for transport, and dance with tourists in 
many spectacular cultural events and shows. Now, the faithful elephants 
are producing paper pulp with their dungs which are full of grass fiber.  
Saran Yukongdee, one of promising Thai designers, has designed  
a series of products from elephant's dung. His lamp is one sample of this 
type of product. Saran has won a DEmark Award from DITP in 2013.

NATURAL MATERIALS ON THAI DESIGN TURNING WASTE INTO TASTE
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THAI DESIGN INDUSTRIES  
AS PART OF  

THE ECOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

 Thailand's furniture industry started in the early 1970s due to the shift of the country's 
economical policy from agriculture to massive industrial expansion. Huge amounts of 
foreign investments kept pouring into the country as the labor costs were very low. Many 
investments from overseas were the shift of the manufacturing base from Europe, the 
United States and Japan bringing with them modern machinery. Laborers from all over 
the country gathered in the industrial zones. With industrial efficiency, the rate of 
consumption of local materials such as teak increased manifold. This increase deteriorated 
the country's teak supply which was, and still is, the country's most valuable raw material. 
It also contributed to the eventual deforestation in Thailand . 
 The lack of forestry management during the period of original equipment manu- 
facturing (1970-2000) took a heavy toll on the natural environment. 
 Environmental management first appeared in the early 1990s. The impact of pollution  
from industries on communities created public awareness on environmental issues. 
Moreover, environmental concerns were raised as major issues in the country's  
sustainable development policy. Resulting in, the launch of several environmental  
protection campaigns to further promote public awareness.
 To help preserve Thailand’s natural forests, the government started collaborating  
with the Thai Furniture Association and other related industries to find a sustainable  

wood alternative. To improve and sustain the environment, replacement materials,  
such as rubber wood, was first introduced to local manufacturers. Now, the furniture 
industry has shifted to different industrial alternatives in order to conserve teak forestry.
 In 1996, the massive economic downturn impacted heavily on the country's  
economy. Designers and architects who were laid off in that period,  gathered as a group 
with the support of the Department of International Trade Promotion. Their aim was to seek 
potential products for export led by design. The members of the Design and Objects 
association came together and presented an export design product collection that has  
its own identity in design. Many alternative materials, that consumed less of the environment, 
such as water hyacinth, vines and etc,  were introduced to both the local and international 
public. The collection also reflected local wisdom in handicrafts and unique dimensions  
in design and production.
 After the dawn of the era of design, the use of alternative materials was opened to other
 local manufacturers. Design not only opened up the choices of materials, but also revived  
local wisdom in crafts techniques. The birth of industrial craft was initiated by  
the development of the design era. Although environmental concerns have become a part 
of the manufacturing planning process, requirements from the global market are  
the key force in strengthening local environmental laws on manufacturing and production.
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DEMARK AWARD
 Design Excellence Award was established in 2008 in order to give recognition to 
outstanding product design. It is awarded in conjunction with the Prime Minister's  
Export Award (PM’s Export Award) which is presented annually by the Prime Minister under 
the auspices of Thailand Institute of Design and Innovation Promotion, Department of 
International Trade Promotion, Ministry of Commerce, Royal Thai Government. The winning 
product receives the DEmark logo for outstanding design, which can be used to promote 
well-designed Thai products in the international market. It is hoped that this award will help 
promote development of domestic products, which will in turn better the quality of life  
of both domestic and international consumers.
 The Department of International Trade Promotion (DITP) receives cooperation from  
The Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) and the Japan Institute of Design Promotion 
(JDP) in determining the judging criteria for DEmark Award of Thailand, inviting experts  
to be judges in this contest and also help promote the DEmark Award to be widely accepted 
in the international arena.

DEmark Eco Design Showcase
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Nut Bench
Yothaka International

Dining chair  
HUG collection
Natural Unit

TORI-I Dining Chair
Corner43 Décor

Bench  
Ra-dee 
collection
Natural Unit

Ryo
Plussense Co.,Ltd.

DEMARK ECO DESIGN 
SHOWCASE
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Clara Pendant Lamp
Corner43 Décor

Chamonix Big
Asian Design House

J-Dee (Lamp)
Pin

Bamboo Hanging Lamp  
Rose Apple Pattern

Korakot International

DEMARK ECO DESIGN 
SHOWCASE
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1+1  
Coffee Table
Meepiyaboon

Willo
Idlm

Black Block  
Pin

DEMARK ECO DESIGN 
SHOWCASE
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Beatrix  
Coffee Table
Corner43 Décor



Weave Tableware
Prempracha's Collection

Garmento Wall tiles
Triple Pim

VUUDH  
Aromatic Diffuser
HARN PRODUCTS and  
HARNN CONCEPTS

Triangle Notebook
Labrador

REnote
Labrador

REfolder
Labrador

STRIDE
PDM

DEMARK ECO DESIGN 
SHOWCASE
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CRAFACTOR
Crafactor has come up with a different approach to the use of water hyacinth and water-based composites as alternative materials for its ecological design aspect.  

The composite combination of natural fiber from coconut husk mixed with other fibrous materials and water-based lacquers are made as the structures of the new furniture collection.  
Lamps and other armchairs are covered with refined braided water hyacinth in different patterns and colors to create the new aspects of water hyacinth coverings on contemporary furniture products. 

www.crafactor.com
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KENKOON & MOBAN
Kenkoon is keen on producing outdoor furniture collections. With simple and clean cut design,  

this year Kenkoon & Moban have come up with a series of recycled materials for its collection with used seat belts that are very resistible  
under any weather condition. Belts are interweaved and connected as in armchairs and sofas for outdoor use.  

www.kenkoon.com
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MOBELLA
Mobella is keen on fabric and leather upholstery manufacturing. With the reinvention of a highly skilled craftsmanship,  

an inventive technique of stitching has created a new texture on old and unfashionable fabric and leather. Recycling with style is a design concept that has invented  
the new aspect of Mobella’s furniture production. Many pieces of scattered fabric and leather are stitched and interweaved into a hammock furniture collection.  

www.mobella.co.th
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PERFORMAX
Lightness and solidness is a conceptual abstract for the new Performax collection. Water hyacinth interweaving technique on the light structure  

has evolved Performax to a new approach in design that reflects the same local wisdom but with different aesthetics. The two toned color juxtaposition  
of forms also reflect a different aspect of solid architecture that sets forth with the new trend of "bold and organic" for Performax's 2015 collection. 

www.pformax.com

PALAZZO
This year Palazzo came up with a design concept of “Interconnection”. The system of connecting modular pieces of recycled leather  

left from production creates a stunning impact for its sofa and armchair collection. As a refined manufacturer of leather upholstery and paper string interweaving,  
Palazzo has combined both craft techniques to interconnect with other design  ideas for other  products in many series as well. Kill two birds with one stone! 

www.palazzothailand.com
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DEESAWAT
Deesawat has been manufacturing outdoor furniture with simplistic and yet practical design for the last two generations. Love earth has always been the slogan of its manufacturing process  

since the early stage of production. This year, Deesawat proudly presents another love earth collection via its recycle concept that uses left over from by-product materials. Little pieces of wood  
are interconnected to create new functions although enhanced by some other different by-product materials. Sectioned pieces of extruded aluminum that are left over from the manufacturing process are 

inlaid into the surface of recycled wood panel to create different textured surface, meanwhile upholstery production concept will be further enhanced by the use of recycled denim jeans fabric  
compressed into fabric panellings. Soft cushions are produced from colorful interweaved fabrics left from the industries. www.deesawat.com
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KUN
Kunakij is keen on lightened aluminum outdoor furniture with its modern design since the past 4 decades. As KUN has been in the business for many years,  

there are many leftover items from the production in the old warehouse. The new collection of 2015 will be mainly produced from what remains in stock but yet added more value  
with interesting design ideas. Surplus pieces of aluminum remains in the warehouse will be recomposed and re-styling exclusively for the limited edition collection. 

www.kundecorate.com
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DESIGNER 
CONTACT

YOTHAKA INTERNATIONAL 
email: Tanawat@yothaka.com

Tel: 662-679-8628 

www.yothaka.com 

ASIAN DESIGN HOUSE 
email: charassri@asiandesignhouse.com 

Tel: 662-627-7413

HARN PRODUCTS and  
HARNN CONCEPTS 
email: saran@harnn.com

www.harnn.com 

CORNER43 DÉCOR 
email: boonsiri@corner43.com

Tel: 662-261-2528 

www.corner43.com 

email : info@kenkoon.com 

Tel: 662-319 1015-6 ext. 874 

www.kenkoon.com

email: customerservice@crafactor.com 

Tel: 662-679-9800

www.crafactor.com

email: palazzo@ksc.th.com

Tel: 662-662-5080-1 

www.palazzothailand.com

Tel: 662-713-6027

www.pformax.com

email: info@mobella.com 

Tel: 02-693-7889 

www.mobella.co.th

email: info@desawat.com

Tel: 662-521-1341

www.deesawat.com

email: cs@kundecorate.com 

Tel: 02-427-2662, 02-872-5690-3 

www.kundecorate.com

KORAKOT INTERNATIONAL 
email: mkt.korakot@gmail.com

www.korakot.net 

LABRADOR 
email: labradorfactory@gmail.com

Tel: 662-951-3488 

www.labradorfactory.net 

IDLM 
email: nalinrat@niiqshop.com 

Tel: 662-2515928

NATURAL UNIT 
email: info@natural-unit.com 

 info@bambunique.com

www.bambunique.com

MEEPIYABOON 
email: oggiliving@yahoo.com 

www.oggi-living.com 

 

PIN 
email: Pinmetallife@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/Pin.metal.life 

PLUSSENSE CO.,LTD. 
email: contact@apiratboonruangtha 

 worn.com

www.plus-sense.com

PDM 
email: info@pdmbrand.com

www.pdmbrand.com 

PREMPRACHA'S COLLECTION 
email: info@prempracha.com

www.prempracha.com 

 

TRIPLE PIM 
email: yuttanaa@triple-pim.com 

Tel: 662-688-4522

THAI TRADE CENTER, ROME
Viale Erminio Spalla,  
4100142 Rome, Italy

Tel: +39 06 5030804-5
Fax: +39 06 5035225

Email: thaicrome@thaicrome.it

Organized by

MAIN OFFICE
Thailand Institute of Design and Innovation Promotion,

Department of international Trade Promotion
 

563 Nonthaburi 1 Rd., Bangkrasor,
Nonthaburi, 11000, Thailand

 
Tel: 66-2507-8268 Fax: 66-2547-4235-7

Email: dsdep@ditpthai.go.th
www.ditp.go.th/design

www.demarkaward.net

EXPO MILANO 2015 
Thailand is participating in the World 
Exposition Milano 2015 in Italy from  
1 May to 31 October 2015 under the 
theme “Feeding the Planet, Energy  
for Life” to raise a global awareness 
about sustainable development of food 
production which will create a better 
quality of life and adequately feed  
the world population.It is open from  
1 May to 31 October 2015  
between 9.00 am and 9.00 pm.

THAI TRADE CENTER, MILANO
Via Albricci 8, 20122 Milano, Italy

Tel: +39 02 8901 1467
Fax: + 39 02 8901 1478

Email: ttomilan@thaitradeitaly.com
 thaitcmilan@ditpthai.go.th

Director: Wanasri Jotikabukkana

DEMARK AWARD THE 7 FURNITURE SHOWCASE



SLOW HAND DESIGN : ECO A MANO 
14-19 APRIL  2015

Rho Fierra Milano, Hall7, Via Tortona, 27-Milano, Italy
Website : slowhanddesign.demarkaward.net


